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I) Introduction: 
TheSOLON Planner pIovides an architecture for effective real-time planningand 

replanning for an autonomous vehde. The acronym, SOLON, stands for Sta!e-Operator Logic 
Machi’Ne; the highlights of the system, which distinguish it from other ACbased planners that 
have been designed previously, are its hybrid application of a statedriven control 
architecture and the use of both schematic representations and logic programming for the 
management of its knowledge base (1). 

which is supplied with a skeletal, parb’allyspecified mission plan at the outset ofthe 
vehiie’s operations. This mission Nan consists of a set of objectives, each of which will be 
decomposabie by the planner into tasks. These tasks are themselves comparatively complex 
sets of actions which are executable by a conventional real-time control system which does 
not perform planning but which is capable of making adjustments or modifications to the 
provided tasks according to constraints and tolerances provided by the Planner. 
/iL”-Bd’ current implementation of the SOLON is in the form of a real-time simulation of the 
Planner module of an Intelligent Vehide Controller (NC) on-board an autonomous underwater 
vehide (AUV). The simulation is embedded within a larger simulator environment known as 
ICDS (Intelligent Controller Development System) operating on a Symbolics 364WS computer 

SOLON is designed to provide multiple levels of planning for a single autonomous vehde 

It) Real-Time Operational Context 
Many planning systems have been developed over the years of AI research, but few 

havebeen built expressly for use in the control of anautonomousvehidewhichwillbe 
operated in extremely remote, inaccessible environments (3). Most autonomous vehdes to 
date have been land-based,and the focus of research has been upon problems of mobility and 
obstade avoidance. We recognize that tha AUV problem indudes all of the same issues faced 
in the design of any autonomous vehide but in our case long-range goals dictate the need for 
modularity and interchangeability of system components (e.g., sensor subsystems, 
manipulatorr. photographic equipment, etc.) and the integration of these subsystems with the 
controller ~esQon~ibi8 for moving the actual vehide. Furthermore, an onboard IVC must be 
capable of performing in real time, without the typical options that are generally available to 
terrestial vehides. An AUV has addiinal directional degrees of freedorn than a tenestial 
vehide as it moves through Sspace krt it has less operational freedom to stop or to undo 
certainmotions For example, with the exception of certain experimentalsnly vehide 
architectures. an AUV cannot retrace its path exactly and bringing the vehicle to a halt 
cannot make use of braking systems or hqh degrees of friction. 

The undertying phifosophy of the SOCON planner indudes the following basic premisses: 
i) Both the knowledge base and the work (the processing) must be distributed aflowing 

for concurrent processing by different components, in order to solve the real-time battlene& 
ii) The archiicture must be dynamic and flexible to allow for the fact that dfferent 

environmental and decision-making situations will require a different balancing of the 
processingbads; 

iii) Any intelligent controller must evoke in its design from the simple to the complex 
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I) HlghLoml Architoctun 

but autonomous agents in the Planner. These are: 
soLo(Jiscomposedof fivelogicalprocesses (kgpr0cs)whichoperate ascooperative 

i) Smugkt  - central dedsion-making; selection and scheduling and detailing of 

ii) E v e n r ~ r  - processing d events and conditions reported by other IVC 

iii) Tmtiih - interfacing between Planner and lowet-level vehicle control systems 

iv) P h  SimrJoror - evaluating alternative plans in cases where Strategist's 
firstat logic cannot derive a dear and distinct best choice; 

v) Plan Regisror - central e d h g  and modification of the Active Plan. 

objectbs and tasks within objedives; 

modules about outside environment or internal vehicle systems; 

responsible for driving actuators and effectors; 

Each logproc communicates with others by means of an message-passing system which 
is also the structure employed for inter-modular communications within the whole NC. The 
logprocsmay be multiple processes which share a single-processor machinesuchasthe 
Symbolics or they may be implemented in a distributed pr0cessing environment where each 
logproc has its own physical processor. Their relationships are described in a data fbw 
diagram (Figure I )  and their functions are described in more detail later in this paper. 

IV) Distribution of Intelligence and Deddon-Maklng 

area of performance. Typically a system is bound with achieving a particular goal and 
events occur which cause one of the following types of sihrab'ons: 

A major stumbling block to the implementation of real-time AI systems has been in the 

i) The original problem that the system is working upon is no longer relevant 
ii) The data being used by the system in its cunent problem-solving has been h q e d  
iii) A new problem has higher priority and should take precedence over the current 

activib'es of the system. 
This is more than a problem of conflicting goals in which the system must decide to 

satisfy me. Rather, we are faced with goal connids that may not arise until after a given 
attempt to satisfy a goal is underway and which may not be communicated to the system to 
satisfy the goal. The cost in time and computation ~lesouces for determining how to atter 
the current activity and how to respond to a new situation may be prohibitive given the 
other requirements of the control system. 

Theapproach undertaken in SOLON distributes the workamongthemuttiiektgical 
p~ocesses which can proceed independentty. The performance of the plan Simulator is not 
impacted by the Strategist. which may be in an idle state or else busy running PROLOG 
inferences. other than by the constraints imposed by the scheduler if both logprocs are 
running off the same physical processor. Obviously there is signficant advantage to a logproc 
having its own processor. At any given time, messa~es can be sent between logprocs in 
order to intermpt or provide addiional informab'on. There are a finite number of message 
types ;;otential-obstade, task-cornpteted. relevantobject task-status. etc) which may be 
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FIGURE 1 - plwum 
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s e n t ~ ~ i c d p r o c e s s e s k r t t h e s d r e m a - b a s e d ~  * sbucbre allows for this 
number b qaw asthe complexity of the Planner hphmktm * 

Whena message is sent, for instatlce, fmm the TacWantotheStratq$ist,the 
messageissentwiththeprioritythathas bmnassignedbythesender. Thisinckates how 
signifkantorwgentthesenderbelievesthemessagetobe. Thatdnotnecessarilybe the 
waythemessageistreatedbythe receiver,whichmay beworkingon ataskthat isthe 
result of a previous message and which may be ratedwith a much higher prioritv. 

Whenthereceivergets amessage,it isnotautDmabcally Mmuptedfromits work 
Instead, each process follows a qde of execution folkwed by checkjng for hesages. This 
hasbeenimplementedfortheStra!egistandisdesaibedfwtherinsectiorrX Ifthe receiver 
is ata pointwhere it can be intmptedthen itwill detemune - ifthereisanymessageinits 
queuethat demands a jump to a new task The mceiverprocessusesthePmcess-Msg 
functionto determine what message is the most critical one in thequeue. Currently 
Process-Msg is a USP fundion that employs several simple rules but in future implementations 
it will be a mmpact expert system in its own right within the Planner. 

What becomes of the mxk that a logprocwas doing if andwhen it is redirected by a 
message to tackle some other task? There are two possible a#xoaches. One is to interrupt 
the original task, save a history of what was going on and possiMy reswne it at a later time. 
However,this poses many problems in tnrth maintenance and non-monotonic reasoning 
because the situation that gave rise to the original task may be altered as a result of the 
new operations being executed. Rather than attempt to keep track of all changes and 
determine that the original task should be resumed or not. the approach in SOLON is to simply 
drop the original task attogether. If in fad the original task should be resumed, then the 
conditionswhich led to that task will surface again in the form of a message from one 
logproc to another. OtheMlise the system will deal with the highest priority messages that 
wrrently exist The Planner is always responding to the latest, most current state of 
affairs, even if thii means doing some extra work or duplicating a few steps to determine 
what should be done next. In other words, one may ask the question What is the most 
pressingbusiness right now?" more often, but me win atways have thebestandmost 
up-todate answer to that question, given the rules that have been buiA into the Planner 
through its functions and specific PROLOG axioms. 

*hreases. 

VI) Uultipk Forms of Knowiedge Reprssentation 

w h i i  empiays the schema-slot-value structure as implemented in Knowledge Craft, a 
Common USP based system tool developed by Camegie Group, ~IC There is a fundamental 
taxo~wnydwo~objectsand m ' v u h i c h  t?ddtmtween~liousobjects, asindicated in 
Figure 2. GeneraJly, knowledge about %hat is- is stored in this schematic representation, 
~ t K m B o . ~ , n r l e s a n d ~ g u i d e r n e s , i s ~ i n P R O L f f i  
axiomak expressions. The PROLOG medranism was deemed to be suitable for making queries 
and derivhg sokrtions that could best be found using bachmkMning inference pmcesses. 
Honreverthe PROLOG form was na deemed sufficierrt to be used as theonlyformof 
kKmlecloerepreserltation- 

T h e p a w e r o f t h e s c h e m a t i c ~  'onis thatthe '*am easilystoredina 

Factual kmwbdge of the environment and the vehicie is maintained in a database 

wl-sbucbred famat and the infomration is Basily accBssIMe. Moreover, from a 
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experimentalistpointofviewit isagoodrepremWon forbuiiapmbtypid system 
orrethatisoperrendedmd indendedto evolve b e y o r r d O n e L a r n w r t ~ .  

VeMderds$&nsconsistdhumarr-speafted - ~ p l a n s , u m ~ o f w h i c h a r e  
knownasobjedhm-higMeveltypesofopeWomsudrastransitingtoadestination, 
searchingaregionfocagivensetof objects,fdlowinOamovingobjed,ek Objedhs am 
deocmposableinto task, more elemerdary types of cacbjvity (tram# to waypoint, hold 
position. send lmmmssm , manipulateannorsensor pMxm,etc). Missionspeaficabons 
are. therefore, short programlike smctums that provide the Plamer with a firstat set of 
obje&esto perform in sgiventeenrporal secpence with some parameters of those objwth~ 
detailedandothersleftforthePlanner baddressatrun-time. Thesequence o f o b j ~  
and the parameters (e.g.. bounds of a region to search, starb'ng positiorr for a search 
operation) are the default or t i rst4ob values for the Planner to use as optimal guidelines. 
Through the built-in logic of the Planner and rules that are specilied within the mission (see 
next section) the sequence and parameters and the choice of tasks for satisfying each 
objective are modified in response to ewnts that occur both in the external snvironment and 
within the vehde. 

. .  

Wl) Hierarchy of OperatlOMl R u b  
A considerable database of operational rules is implemented using PROLOG. C9mh 

rules are applicable to any mission for any type vehde and these may be cansidered the 
mostbasic planning rules, m o d i i n  of which constiMes a redesign of theplanning 
algorithms. These rules are stored in a structure called Act-Prolog and are always present in 
theworking set of PROLOG axioms available for inferendng operations. Otherrubare 
specific to the vehicle but apply to any mission that such a vehide might wderhke. They 
are known as Sys-Oper rufes and will also be available during the entirety of a given mission 
but may be replaced at pre-depioyment time without disturbing the Act-Prokg body of rules. 
Obvioudy, this type of partitioning is pn'ncipally for the benefii of easy system maintenance 
and modification and does not affect the ac!uaJ Planner operations. 

A similar body of rules are global for a given mission and are accesdble at all times 
during the Planner operations for any objective that is a component of the mission. Next 
there are three dasses of rules which are not accessiMe uniformly; these indude: 

i) rules that apply during aqmifictype of mission objecth; is., a spedal rule for 
search operafions. which does not apply to transit or escort operations; 

ii) rulesthat apply for aspecifktype of taskwithin an objective; i.8.. aspecial rule 
that applies to W n g '  tasks and does not apply to motionoriented tasks: 

iii) rules that apply for a specific objective within a mission; Le., a special rule for 
when the vehicle is searching area B for a sunken object and only for that objective, having 
no applicability to ather objectives within that mission. 

The purpose ofthiisubdvision of rules is to allow efficient entry of new rules into the 
system and to manage the PROLOG inferencing process so that the system never has to deal 
withmorethanthose ruleswhichcould possiMyapplyat aghminstance. Theaimis t~ 
reduce the size of the nrlebase wherever possible, reducing the number of rules that must be 
examined and eliminating from consideration those rules that could not possibly have my 
relevance at a given instance. 
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wn) ~ h .  smtqbt 
l h e S t m t e g i i i s d e a r f y t h e m o s t ~  logiiprocesswithinthePlanner,and itis 

withiitheStrategistthatthestatsopemtorarchitechrre isempkyedmostfdly. ltis also 
thelogicalprocessthatmakesmostextensive useofthemessageprocessingand evaluation 
k@cwhii is a attical element in the SOLON design.Messageswhicharrivefromother 
Planner logprocs am processed according to an algorithm which attends to both ths sender's 
and the mceivefs evalualkm of the message priority and significance forthe current state of 
the vehde's mission plan. The algorithm we have initially employed is a simpri version of 
wha!nreexpedwiievohminto anexpertsysteminits ormright,adearplacsholder for 
future machine learning studii. Depending on the message chosen to address, the Strategist 
moves into one of several state-operator fundions or plocesses (currently all are 
implemented as LISP functions) and future actions of the Strategist are then governed by 
two factors: 

i) The results of function evaluations and hypothesis generations within the 
current state-operator; 

ii) The appearance in the Strategist's messagequeue of a I%ritical message" 
demanding immediate attention and the overriding of current repanning activities. 

a 

Examples of current stateoperators indude: 
i) AnaJyzsNext-Scheduled-Objective 
ii) Expd-Objective-Into-Tasks 
iii) Examine-Task-Status-Msg 
iv) DeterminsPhn-Change-Directive 

Wrthin each stateoperator, the main activities consist of determining what is the 
appropriate hypothe& to test and then making queries into the PROLOG-based knowledge 
base. This #HIsists of a dynamic set of axioms (modifiable facts and constant r~19s). 
Through the PROLOG mechanism employed within our implementation (CRL-PROLOG) these 
have full access to the major body of represented knowledge about the vehide, mission plan 
and environment, which is in the form of schema-slot-value-relation data structures. 

The basic algorithm of the Strategist top-level ;unction is presented in Figwe 3. 

e 

FIGURE 3 - mwlSt TOpUVd Algorithm 
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IX) A Worlting Example 

scenario which will illustrate the manner in which the statsoperator functions and PROLOG 
rules operate to control the vehicle and replan its mission. We win consider a sinple search 
mission as d e x n i  by Figure4 The tentative path of the AUV, w r e  it to execute each of 
the initial scheduled objectives in sequence and without any replanning due to new events, is 
indicated by Figure 5. 

Initially the Strategist is given a start-mission message w h i i  actWes the 
stateoperator Analyze-Next-ScheduIed-Objective. The obvious first step is to consider 
what is next on the list of scheduled objectives given by Mion Control. A series of Prolog 
queriesare generated to determine if there are suffient reasons for undertakingthis 
objective and no overriding reasons to avoid this objective at this time. 

Assume that the first objective is to move the vehide to a given point A. This 
objective is represented as Transit-A and it inherits all the defauL draracteristicS 
associated with transit operations, as well as any special rules that may have been spedfied 
by Mission Control in the skeletal plan. These defautts indude the deCOfnpC&iOn of the 
objective into component tasks. For point-to-point transits, there is only.one elementary 
task, that of moving the vehicle in Sspace. However, betore asserting a new transit-type 
current-task, checks are made to determine that there are no known obstades (which may 
have been detected by the sensors) in the vehicle’s path. Using an algorithm which treats 
potential obstades as expanded spheres and represants the vehide as a point, lines of 
tangency are computed which provide possible new waypoints for the vehide to use in 
navigating around the obstades. An elementary set of rules determines which is the best set 
of alternative paths and these paths become the new component tasks forthe current 
objective. 

Suppose that the vehide is now engaged in a search objective, where there are a 
specified number of objects (cylinders or cuwed surfaces with a radius > 3m but 1 Om) which 
are deemed relevant to the search and one particular object (a pipeline on the seafloor) 
which is the goal object for the search. Specific rules provided with the mission plan indicate 
the actions to be taken if and when varjous relevant objects are detected. These are in the 
databaseof rules which are active while the vehicle is executingitssearchobjective. 
Having received a mesage about a cylindrical object at point A from the World Modeller, the 
EvefitAssessor determines ’ h t  the object is relevant to thecunentobjectiveandthe 
Strategist is notified. The latter responds by determining an appropriate change that applies 
to the current state of the Active plan. This response, based upon rules input with the 
mission specification, may be to initiate a new objective, a spiral search operation centered 
upon the newly discovered object Before actually changing activities, the Strategist invokes 
a stateoperator which explores %hat if type queries to determine if Mituting the change 
of plan would cause conflicts for other objectives of the mission. If there are significant 
conflicts, ttren the sitategist returns to the state-operator charged with determining 
appropriate change of plan given the new event (object). Othemise, the newobjectiv is 
treated as the next scheduled objective (as if it were part af the original schedule) and the 
state-operator charged with checking out all next-scheduled objectives is then activated. 

The operation of the Strategist may best be descri’bed through the use of an example 
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FIGURE 4 - SOW& NWOn SCUWb 

SCENARIO-1 Tat Mirrim- 
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TRANSIT4 (move to point (400 60 0)) 
REPORT-TO-BASE (transmit d m  from surface using radio) 

FIGURE 5 - A W  scenarlo Path 
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imng a Irdder4ike motion ptnm), Tnnrit-B. Wdw-SWnh.6, 
Tnm't-C, LwldmWnh-C, Trrait-0 n d  Rwrt-T04I# 
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When the next-scheduisd cbjoctiva 'c!p.c%s out' as being satisfiable and not in conflict 
with other objectives (accordirg to the rules provided for determining conflict and 
satisfiability). a stze-operator is activated which "expands" the objective into appropriate 
component tasks. In the case of transiting operations, these tasks will generally all be 
motion-oriented, but in the case of a search objective theremaybeaninterspersingof 
different types of tasks among the motion segments required to move the vehide around. 
These indude performing intensive scanning of a region while the vehide is at an intermediary 
waypoint in the search, manipulating objects if the vehide is equipped with appropriate 
devices. and so forth. Once the new current objective has been "expanded" into an initial set 
of tasks, these tasks are sequentially processed in a similar fashion - the next scheduled task 
is 'checked ON just prior to execufion for consistency with the actual state of affairs 
(which may have changed significantly since the objective was expanded into a list of tasks) 
and if the new task is approved, it is then transmitted via the Tactician to the Vehicle 
Operating System, a control program *hose function is, akin to the mechanical engineering 
staff on a ship, to cany out the high-level commands and operate the servos and actuators 
of the vehicle. Communications from the Vehide Operating System back to the Planner 
consist of messages indicating the status of the given iask - either that it hasbeen 
mmpleted or that it cannot be completaj, given the constraints specified (e.g., maximum time 
to perform a transit. maximum deviation from a given course). 

Fundamental to the SOLON architecture is this partitioning or distribution of jobs 
among many different agents, the state-operator functions (4) of the Strategist. Many 
independent specialists. as it were, handle their particular tasks, without burdening each 
other or the higher-level modules in the Planner. However, with the message-passing system 
that runs throughout SOLON, the higher-level modules, like the captain and officers of a ship, 
have access to the activities of the lower-level units and are able to make changes which 
can include changing the tasks of those lower, simpler units. 

X )  Conclusion 
The SC' -' Planner provides several new features which we believe are important for 

planning anc ling, particularly in a real-time mobile context. First, it provides a 
mechanism fc - iibuting or partitioning the knowledge required for high-to-medium-level 
vehide control into a number of different representation schemes (rather than just one 
method) and ivto a number of independent but communicating databases. Secondly, SOLON 
providesa mechanism for distributi'ng the work of evaluating alternatives andselecting 
sequences of objectives and tasks among several agents (logprocs) which can readily be 
implemented in a concurrent. MlMBtype machine architecture. Thirdly, SOLON operates by 
'defautt reasoning' principles - the network of state-operators is such that problem-solving is 
attempted first using the simplest. most probable or most expected searches and queries. 
When the default methods fail, more complex logic is invoked. There is a definite redundancy 
built into SOLON; certain logprocs will receive messages and initiate activity which may turn 
out to be not required because of solutions implemented by another logproc. (This is 
particularly true in some cases of obstade avoidance). This redundancy, we feel, is not only 
admissible but important The justification for such mechanisms and for a good part of the 
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state-operator architecture lies not 

- 
only with the fzilure 01 

- 
' many previous ng systen 1s 

but the obvious histcrical succsss of biological planning in humans and animals. 
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Problems. Southampton Univ., England, April 1986 

(4) In our design the state-operators are entities represented using the common 
schema-based structure employed throughout SOLON. They are program objects which have 
among their attributes (slots) a list of LISP functions (usually only one) to be evaluated-when 
the state-operaor has been activated. These functjons can, in a multiple-processor 
("parallel machine") environment, easily be converted into individual processes running on their 
own CPUs. In this way the SOLON system is evolvable in two important respects: 

First, new state-operators may be added and integrated into the overall 
state-operator network structure without disruption to other parts of the net, as it is 
deemed necessary to subdivide jobs among state-operators or handle new dimensions of :he 
planning problem; 

Second, state-operators which are currently functions or processes sharing a singls 
CPU resource may be moved off to other processor machines as the work-load grows to an 
point where multiple processors become important for maintaining required real-time 
performance. 


